
Trusted by 25,000+ companies globally since 1993

“If you feel like you’re fighting with your data to get it to do what you want, FME was 
made to help you.”   

– John Cook, GIS Analyst, City of Austin

Bringing Life to Data

No-code integration platform with endless possibilities
To give your data purpose, you need to bring it all together to see the bigger picture. No matter where your data lives, FME eliminates 
friction and connects everyone to the data they need, all with no code. Here’s how we do it:

Data in All its Forms
From real-time, spatial, business, application or database 
data, the FME Platform is where your integration solutions 
begin. 

Application Integration
Gain new insights and efficiencies by connecting all your 
applications or web service via APIs to build integrated 
workflows. 

Goes Anywhere Your Data Goes
FME is deployment agnostic. Whether it’s on-premises, 
hybrid, or multi-cloud – there’s a fit for you.

Migration & Integration
Transform data from 100s of sources into usable, 
integrated information.

Enterprise Automation
Save time and resources by connecting applications 
across your organization and automating manual tasks.

Pricing that Makes Sense
We focus on a model that grows and evolves with your 
needs. Get unlimited access to FME from day one. 



Countless solutions  
with unmatched support 
 for spatial data

With 1,000+ data connections, wherever your 
data is, we’ll help you harness it.

Looking for a specific integration? Visit fme.safe.com/solutions/integrations
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FME is the no-code data integration solution for modern enterprises, 
made by Safe Software. We take a human-first approach to utilizing 
the world’s data. Learn more at fme.safe.com

Ready to transform your business?
Experience the FME Accelerator
Unlock the power of your data in only 90 minutes. 
Register for free at fme.safe.com/accelerator

Contact Us
We’d love to help you get started.  
Get in touch with us at info@safe.com

Real change is just a platform away

• 3D
• Geospatial & GIS Data
• CAD & BIM
• Business Systems &  
       Intelligence 

• Big Data
• Databases & Data        
       Warehouses
• Real-time Events &         
       Streams

• Point Cloud / LiDAR
• Markup Languages
• Raster / Imagery
• Sensor & IoT Devices
• AR / VR

• AI / ML
• Web Services

Largest 
Ecosystem

Unrivalled 
Productivity

Deploy 
Anywhere

Solutions that 
Grow With You

Restaurant 
Model

The only ‘all data’ 
integration platform. 
You name it, we 
support it. 

Delivered by our  
no-code 
environment.

On-premises, hybrid,  
multi-cloud, or hosted 
by Safe Software.

Every component, 
every capability – you 
get it all from day one.

Best-in-class 
products and 
customer service so 
you succeed faster.


